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Abstract
This bibliography records publications of Alston Scott Householder.
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Reminiscences [Hou80, Var90]. Repère [Hou35]. Report [HC54, Hou56d, Hou56e, Hou59b, HC65].
referred [RVS07, RVS08]. reverberant [HCB15]. Review [Fit46, Fle55, Fra72, Goh54, Gre72, Hou40d, Hou40e, WWK04a, xZxGpL09].
Review [Hou41b]. Reviews [Hou35, Hou40c, GMS+76]. Revisited [Dub00, JLQO+06].
Ridge [P.71, Rhe72, Cio90, Hou80]. Ridge-type [Cic92]. ring [PSS97]. RLS [BNP93, Cio90, JA14, KI17, LY90, LHY92, RT08].
Road [DHWZ09]. Robots [Hou3b]. robust [Don00]. root [CLF10, CLF12, Str09c].
Roots [BH60a, HY38, BH61, Hou51b, Hou64a, Hou68c, Hou68d]. Ross [Hou53a].
rotation [FL99, ZXLL17].
rotation-reflection [FL99]. Rotational
[ Hou58d]. Rotations [GL87]. Routh
[ Hou68a, Hou68b]. Row [BPN93, CUSR88a].
Rudolf [Hou47b]. Rischlikon [DH69].
Russian [Hou60a]. Rutishauser
[ Sch69, Sch70].

S [Ano69, Ano73, Ano77a, Ano77b, Ano78,
Ano80, Ano83, Ano86, Ano95, Fit46,
Fle55, Fra72, Goh54, Gre72, Hay66, I.75,
Nel54, P.71, Rei47, Rhe72, H.73, Sch69,
Sch70, Ski46, Ste79, Var66, Wil75a, Wil78,
Wil75b, Wil75c]. Samelson [Sch69, Sch70].
Sample [He11]. samples [HZLW10].
Samuelson [Hou64c, Hou75b, Hou06b].
SAR [LXYW09]. Scalable [SAW98].
scalar [MMT04]. scaling [Bro87].
scattered [CUSR88a, CUSR88b]. schemes [CLF10].
Schmidt
[ AB12, Dax04, LL97a, OW90, SAA14].
schools [Hou55b, Var90]. Schröder
[ Hou72c, Hou74c]. Schur [LMV18]. Science
[ EW90, SM07]. Sciences [Hou55e].
Scientific [BHMU85, Nas90]. Scientifiques
[ Hou35]. Scott
[ CV94, Mer70, OR99, Ste93, Hou55f].
Sebastião [Hou73c, Hou71c, Hou71a].
second [CM08, NTK16, NG07]. See
[Bau74]. Selection
[ FIY15, XWW07, HZLW10, KH54]. Self
[AMACH00, LH39]. self-exciting [LH39].
Self-stabilized [AMACH00]. Semiannual
[Hou56d, Hou56e]. Sense [Hou63b]. Seoul
[May09]. Separation [Hou66, YH11, ZL10].
September [Hou56k, SM07]. series [Ger84].
Service [P.71]. set [YH38]. shifts [NLSJ17].
Sided [MM94b, MM94a, Ra93]. sidelobe
[HCX12]. signal [Ste88]. Signals
[ JA14, PVB92]. significance [YH40].
Signs [Dan76]. Silva
[Hou73c, Hou71a, Hou71c]. SIMD [KC99].
Simple [Hou51d, DH55, Hou41d, Hou41e].
Simplex [LZ12]. simulation
[ EVZP99, EVZP00]. Simple
[Hou56b, Hou70g]. singular
[ Fie01, HC63, SL06a, SL06b]. Sinica [Gu83].
Size [He11, Hou43d]. skeletal [Hou45b].
Skew [Gu83, Tan81]. Skew-reflection
[Tan81]. Skinny
[ BDG+14a, BDG+15, DBG+13, FIY15].
Slant [BB08]. Sliding
[ Str09a, KI17, Str09b]. Small [He11]. smart
[ SM13]. social [Hou49b, RH41]. Solution
[Hou56c, Hou56i, Hou58a, MM94a, MM94b,
RS85, Rei67, Wil60, LL97a, Tan82, Hou67].
Solutions
[BG67, BG65, CH34a, CH34b, CHY66,
DH74, DH34, DH35a, DH35b, NH66, RCH35,
RH37, SGGH35, Hou53b, KT77, Ma97].
Solve [He11]. Solving
[ HL69, Hou50b, Hou54b, Hou55c, HB60, MNS08,
xZxGpL09]. Some
[ BFH52, BH60b, DH55, DH56, HA37,
Hou50b, Hou51d, Hou56g, Hou57d, Hou65,
Hou68e, LMV18, RKA16, YR05, AAHR17,
Hou53c, HS69a, HA71]. Sorting
[ HMA18]. source [ZL10]. sources [HCB15].
Space
[WWK07, FL99, Hou26, HZLW10, LXYW09,
WWK04a, Yan89]. space-borne
[LXYW09].
Space-Time
[WWK07, HZLW10, WWK04a]. Spaced
[IADM+10]. spaces [MMT04]. spanned
[RMP18]. Sparse
[DTZ96, GL87, Kau79, Kau87, ZXLL17, GN86, Tan82]. Sparsifying
[ RGP16a, RGP16b]. Spatial
[XWW07]. Spatially [JZZ08]. Special
[Wil75c, YJ01]. spectral [Yu91]. speed
[ EVZP99, KYP13]. spline
[ GBCW89]. sporulation [Hou43c].
Springfield
[P.71, Rhe72]. Square
[Hou40b, Hou40c, Str09c, CUSR88b, Cui13, Zhu92].
Square-root [Str09c]. squared
[ Bro87, ZXLL17]. Squares
[ Arm87a, Arm87b, BG67, BG65, CH97,
CH98b, HL69, PR66b, PR68a, PR69, RA85,
Rei67, Bro87, CH98a, KCN99, KT77, LL97a,
Ma97, Tan82]. Stability
[BS91, CH97, CH98a, CH98b]. Stabilized
transformation-based [Att06].

Transformations [Arm87a, Arm87b, BG65, DTLD15, Dub00, HDT15, IV07, MB84, NLJ13a, PR68a, PR69, RS85, Rus18, BL70, BS89a, BS89b, BM85, CSR10a, CSR10b, Dax04, DS76, DV00, DV03, Dou00, FD87, FWW06, Fie01, GL06, GN86, IKV06, IKV07, JLQO06, LWZZ16, LHY90, Ma97, MMT04, NLJ13b, PR68a, PR69, RS86a, RS86b, Ral93, Ro90, RT96, SAA09, SEAA08, SB16, SL06a, SL06b, SV89, TLT91, Wal88b, Wan87, YJ01, vdGV11]. Transforms [RGPH16a, RGPH16b, RS88a, RS88b, Ste11]. transient [EVZP99, EVZP00].

Translated [Hou60a]. trapped [IV08]. trapping [RV07, RVS08]. Treatment [Hou70e, RHE72, Hou70d]. tri [Hou42c]. tri-axial [Hou42c]. Triangular [BKK18, Cup84, BKK17, GN86, LWZ90]. Triangularization [Hou58e, Tre10].

tri-diagonal [Wan87]. Tridiagonalization [Hou58d, CRPF92, CUSR88a, CUSR88b, GBCW89, MRW68, MRW71, SSY96].

Trigonometry [Hou42b]. Trude [Hou72c]. Trudi [Hou74c]. TSQLR [BDG14b].

Twentieth [MHR80]. Twice [Ste11]. Two [GH46, LY90, MM94a, MM94b, SH49, Hou44c, LH529]. Two-Compartment [SH49]. two-factor [Hou44c]. Two-level [LY90, LH92]. Two-Sided [MM94b, MM94a]. Type [FIY15, Cic92, HP93].

U [P.71, RHE72]. Unitary [Hou58e, IV07, CSR10a, CSR10b, IV08, KZ76, Uri10]. units [KH54]. University [Hou44a, Hou47b, Hou63b, Var90].

Unraveling [No10]. up-and-downdating [vdGV11]. updates [Rol90]. Updating [Cup84, DWA99]. Upon [Hou37c, Hou37d, Hou36]. upper [GN86, LWZ90, SB16]. Urban [DHWZ09]. Urbana [Hou63b]. USA [Ano72]. Using [BNP93, BB08, He11, JA14, MHRB16, MB84, MM94a, MM94b, SH49, Smi12, WZBW18, BL70, BM85, CUSR88a, CUSR88b, CKL01, DS76, Dou00, EVZP99, EVZP00, FD87, GL06, GN86, KKM96, KNCN99, LHY90, MNS08, MSF81, MSV09, SAS10, SL06a, SL06b, TW16, Wal88b, Yan89, Yu91, ZL10, ZXLL17].

V [Ano83, BRSS94, CM08, Hou60a, JZZ08]. V-BLAST [JZZ08]. Va [RHE72]. validation [GBCW89].

Value [DH56, DH55, SL06a, SL06b]. valued [CUI13]. Values [Smi12, HC63, Hou64c, Hou75b, Hou60b].

variable [RDB05, Hou56b]. Variables [Hou55f]. variation [BL70]. Variational [TW16].


Voetter [Hou64c, Hou75b, Hou60b]. Vol [Sch69, Sch70]. Volume [LZ12, P.71, HHOT94, Hou69, Hou70c, P.71].

W [Hou42a, Hou53a, Sch70]. water [Hou49a]. Webber
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